PLEASANTON - June 28, 2008 - Race 4  
STAKES Alamedan H. - For Thoroughbred Three Year Old and Upward  
One And One Sixteen Miles On The Dirt  
Track Record: (Marwood - 1:40.04 - July 5, 2004)  
Purse: $50,000 Added  
Plus: $15,000 CBOIF - California Bred Owner Fund  
Available Money: $65,950  
Value of Race: $51,250 1st $30,550, 2nd $10,100, 3rd $6,100, 4th $3,100, 5th $1,400  
Weather: Clear  
Track: Fast  
Off at: 1:57  
Start: Good for all  

Saratoga's Magic (Gonzalez, Roberto)  
Putmeinyourwill (Baze, Russell)  
My Creed (Bisono, Alex)  
Amazin Blue (Antongeorgi III, William)  
Pass the Heat (Kaenel, Kyle)  

Pgm Horse Name (Jockey)  

4  
Saratoga's Magic (Gonzalez, Roberto)  
117  
BL 4 2 1 1 1/2 1 Neck 3.10  
Putmeinyourwill (Baze, Russell)  
120  
BL 2 3 3 Head 3 Head 3 Head 2 1 1/2 2 Head 3 1.60  
My Creed (Bisono, Alex)  
117  
BL 3 1 2 1/2 1 2 1/2 4 Head 3 3 11.40  
Amazin Blue (Antongeorgi III, William)  
116  
BL 1 5 5 5 5 1 1/2 4 1 1/2 3 3 5 5 1.70  
Pass the Heat (Kaenel, Kyle)  
122  
BL b 5 4 4 3 4 3 5 5  

Fractional Times: 25.02 49.25 1:12.82 1:36.66  
Final Time: 1:42.93  

Breeder: Martha Burleson & Lyn Burleson.  
Winning Owner: Hollendorfer, Jerry, Morrison, Al and Todaro, George  

Total WPS Pool: $58,910  

Pgm Horse Win Place Show  
4 Saratoga's Magic 8.20 4.00 3.40  
2 Putmeinyourwill 3.20 2.40 3.00  
3 My Creed 3.00  

Wager Type Winning Numbers Payoff Pool  
$1.00 Exacta 4-2 11.40 45,528  
$2.00 Guinella 3-4 11.20 4,996  
$2.00 Daily Double 3-4 28.80 2,243  
$1.00 Pick 3 3-3-4 (3 correct) 19.50 7,606  
$1.00 Pick 4 2-3-3-4 (4 correct) 277.70 14,245  

Trainers: 4 - Hollendorfer, Jerry; 2 - Hollendorfer, Jerry; 3 - Hess, Sr., Robert; 1 - Hollendorfer, Jerry; 5 - Morey, Jr., William  
Owners: 4 - Hollendorfer, Jerry, Morrison, Al and Todaro, George; 2 - Hollendorfer, Jerry and Todaro, George; 3 - Seven Star Racing Stable and Hess, Sr., R. B.; 1 - Peter Redekop B. C., Ltd.; 5 - Joseph P. Morey, Jr. Revocable Trust;  

Footnotes  
SARATOGA'S MAGIC was hustled to the front early, set all the pace under good rating, responded to the stretch then dug in gamely late to hold under steady left handed urging. PUTMEINYOURWILL was outprinted to the first turn and forced to check off the winner's heels at the thirteen sixteenths, stalked the pace to the half mile pole, again checked nearing the three eighths while behind the winner, followed that one into the stretch then eased out in mid stretch to get clear and was closing in the final stages. MY CREED pressed the pace to the second turn, made his best bid two wide to the stretch then was outfinished in the final sixteenth. AMAZIN BLUE had no speed and trailed to the second turn, was roused inside to the stretch then angled out in mid stretch forcing PASS THE HEAT off his path and finished evenly. PASS THE HEAT tracked the pace three wide to the second turn, came two wide to the stretch then was weakening in upper stretch and was forced off his path when AMAZIN BLUE angled out in mid stretch and faded.  
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